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To whom it may concern:
Being contracted by „Elefanten in Not“, a NGO-Organisation based in Switzerland to
help the Asian/Indian elephant, and not been able to cancel our flights due to the
cancellation of the Foot Treatment Camp by the Forest Department, we came to Jaipur
on Jan 22, and started investigating about the ten tuberculosis positive tested elephants
according to the report of Animal Welfare Board, 2018.
We flew into Jaipur on Jan 22, and due to serious threats by the elephant owners, we
have left Jaipur on Jan 28, 2020 and flew back to Germany.
Between Jan 23 rd and Jan 26th we made the below standing observations of grave
concern:

About 60 Elephants were giving rides to Amer Fort.
Among those elephants we found 9 (nine) elephants out of 10 (ten) elephants with
tuberculosis positive infections giving tourist rides every day.
Picture evidence is available.
The riding numbers of the mtb-infected elephants as follows:
55 Majani: 25. Jan. 2020, at 9:20 (Photo)
64 Chanchal, 25. Jan. 2020 at 09:18 (Photo)
65 Anar: 25. Jan. 2020 at 09:15 (Photo)
71 Myna, 25. Jan.2020 at 9:10 (Photo)
73 Rajkali: 25. Jan. 2020, at 10:04 (Video)
76 Santhi: 26. Jan. 2020, at 10:10 (Photo)
99 Rani: 26. Jan. 2020, at 09:57 (Photo)
110 Birli: 26. Jan. 2020, at 10:00 (Photo)
113 Padma: 25. Jan. 2029, at 9:50 (Photo)
Elephant number 55 and 73 were spitting mucus.
The only elephant number 133 with mtb infection could not be seen by us in these three
days.
Number 14, Bobby, has a strongly deformed right hind leg that she only can drag
behind. (video document) She cannot lift the foot anymore, still carrying tourist on her
back! When she is at the tower entry gate for tourists she is resting her trunk at the wall,
a sign of being exhausted, and a sign of bad health conditions.
Number 9, Chanchal, has a very critical foot, abscess on top of her right front foot,
needs immediate medical treatment.
Number 115, Pinki, blind on one eye, giving rides.
Number 65, Anar, mtb-positiv-elephant, with deformed back legs and lots of wounds
which look healed at her front legs.
In elephant village a solitary male elephant with tusks is kept in isolation. Since the
elephant cannot leave the stall one can assume that this elephant is in the stage of
musth and heavily chained. However, we could see the stall from outside only.
All the mentioned riding number elephants should be immediately moved to a place
where their medical care can be ensured and their biological requirements met since
they are sick and ailing elephants. To keep them working for joy-rides is unethical and
cruelty against Wildlife Protection Act, 1972.

On day three, Jan 26., the elephant owners have identified me and performed a very

unpleasant situation as both of us were thrown out Hathigaon, Elephant Village. They
have denied entry for us at Hathigaon and Amer Fort for all times to come. We had to
change our hotel for one night to be safe, rebook the return flight on Jan 27th, and on
Jan 28th, my colleague and I returned home to Frankfurt.
Sincere regards,

Tobias Dornbusch

Norman Hase
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